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Communist countries, like China, North Korea, and Cuba, tend toward socialism, while Western European countries favor capitalist economies and try to chart a middle course. But, even at their ...
Capitalist vs. Socialist Economies: What's The Difference?
However, they did it, America's most successful capitalists have learned the lesson some previous generations of capitalists did not — how to preserve their wealth, privilege and economic power and ...
Where Did All Those 'Capitalist Pigs' Go?
Elon Musk guest hosting Saturday Night Live suggests that he has transformed from just another billionaire, albeit one who builds rocket ships and electric cars, into a bona fide celebrity.
Elon Musk Has Become the Coolest Capitalist of Them All
Plus more highs and lows from the world of rap this week, including Travis Scott’s marketing doublespeak and a breakdown of New York City’s hottest rap collective.
The Worst Venture Capitalist Raps on DJ Khaled’s New Album
Musk's strategy is to be famous and unpredictable. To get what they need, Brandenburg authorities should be unpredictable too - because they'll never be famous.
Elon Musk, joker capitalist
Moonfire Ventures will focus on seed-stage startups. It is the latest vehicle from Mattias Ljungman who previously set up European VC Atomico.
Here's an exclusive look at the pitch deck European venture capitalist Mattias Ljungman used to raise a $60 million fund
Venture capitalist Alan Patricof told CNBC on Monday that an increase to the capital gains tax rate for wealthy Americans would not change investor behavior.
Venture capitalist Alan Patricof: Capital gains tax hike would not change investor behavior
What can we do to ensure that we will be able to retire early — or even ever? Here’s my revolutionary manifesto for workers of all ages to escape from the chains of wage slavery into a life of leisure ...
Ian Cowie: Long live the capitalist revolution that will carry us happily into retirement
Bill Gates dated venture capitalist Ann Winblad, 70, in the 80s but broke up in 1987, the same year he met future wife Melinda.
The love Bill Gates never forgot: How Microsoft boss dated venture capitalist Ann Winblad in the 80s but wouldn't commit to marriage - instead settling for a long weekends at ...
As one of the few black venture capitalists, Eric Collins is on a mission to prop up people facing "tough odds" to run businesses in Europe: Women and ethnic minorities.
Black venture capitalist fights 'tough odds' in Europe
On Monday morning, he tweeted that the Khosla family is adding $10 million to the Give India Foundation and hoping others will join in ...
Venture capitalist Vinod Khosla pledges $10 million to aid India's Covid-19 fight
Market-driven innovation is providing new outlets for free expression in an increasingly intolerant media environment.
Capitalist Havens of Free Speech
Captivant delivered his sire Capitalist his first winner six months ago—and he landed the leading first season stallion his most significant result yet on a racetrack April 24 when he won the ...
Captivant Provides Capitalist First G1 Win in Champagne
Six candidates are standing to be Salford mayor at the elections on Thursday (May 6) – and the frontrunners have found a simple way to sum themselves up. In the red corner, Labour candidate Paul ...
The 'sensible socialist' vs. the 'caring capitalist': the race for Salford mayor
Indian American venture capitalist Vinod Khosla offered his financial support April 24 to hospitals in India who are struggling to secure oxygen supplies amid a deadly second wave of the ...
Billionaire Venture Capitalist Vinod Khosla Offers to Help Indian Hospitals Import Critically Needed Oxygen Supplies
Microsoft still has a 'huge growth opportunity' ahead as cloud adoption grows, venture capitalist Ann Winblad told CNBC on Thursday.
Longtime venture capitalist Ann Winblad says this is the tech stock to own long term
Rather, what benefits all moderates his capitalist drive for profit. So, while Adenuga is a typical businessman whose goal is to make profit from his capitalist ventures, he is driven by a much ...
Mike Adenuga: Capitalist with a heart of gold [opinion]
The most exciting financing described in a new book co-authored by venture capitalist Seth Levine amounted to just $37 — in food stamps. A mother had dropped them off to her daughter who was ...
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